
 Move 

 Shoot 

 Go on Overwatch 

 Enter into CQB 

 Enter/Exit transport 

 Call in a Fire Mission 

 Deploy Smoke 

 Attempt to rally pinned troops 

 

 +1 Half Weapon Eff Range 

 -1 Outside Eff Range 

 -1 if 3 or fewer models in target squad 

 -1 if shooting a pinned unit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You also get a +1 to cover if you’re pinned 

 

 
 RPGs, Anti Tank launchers and grenade launchers can 

only be fired once per turn unless otherwise noted 

 Flamethrowers are extremely terrifying.  Troops 
attacked by a flame thrower must take a morale test at 
a -1 modifier.  Also, flamethrowers ignore cover saves.   

 Nominate an enemy unit to shoot  

 Check Line of Sight 

 Measure Distance to target 

 Roll Attacks  

 Resolve saves 

 If any shots hit, the resolve pinning check.  -1 modifier 
for each casualty 
 

Fast moving vehicles – If your target travelled over 10” during its 
last activation you will receive a -1 penalty to your hit roll. 

 

 

CQB Specialist –gain an additional d3/d6 for assaulting in CQB 
combat plus a die modifier of +1 to the initiative roll in the first 
round of CQB. 
Conscript – must roll their leadership in order to activate. 
Fast –base movement is 8″ 
Fearless – will not break 
Gene Enhanced – They ignore an unsaved wound on a roll of 6+. 
Improved Close Combat – these units may re-roll any 1s in close 
combat. 
Improved Targeting –re-roll any 1s when shooting at enemy 
troops or vehicles. 
Jump Infantry –12″ each activation.  If they use their jump packs 
and land in difficult terrain, roll a d6, if the result is a 1, the unit 
will take a wound (with saves) 
Light Infantry –ignore negative modifiers for moving though 
difficult terrain. 
Recon –additional move at the start of the game after 
deployment and before the first turn.  Additionally, they do not 
suffer movement restrictions from difficult terrain. 
Resolute – these troops will automatically pass tests to un-pin or 
regroup.  Note, the still take pinning checks as normal. 
Terrifying – Units within 10″ of these creatures must pass a 
leadership test or break.  Once a unit has passed this test once, 
they do not have to retest.



Move into CQB range – move all models within 3” 
Roll for initiative – The side who initiates combat gains a +1 
modifier to their die roll during the first round.  Additionally, if 
once side has a higher CQB rating they will get a +1 modifier to 
their die roll.  If a pinned unit is assaulted they will always go 
second in the first round of CQB (assuming they make it through 
the assault) even if they have a higher CQB rating. 
Determine number of attacks – each model has 1 attack but the 
unit making the assault gets an extra attacks in the first round of 
CQB (D3 for 5 models or less, D6 for 6 or more) 
Roll to hit – Use the CQB value for your troop type to determine 
the roll needed to see if a hit was made. 
Take any appropriate armor or cover saves. 
Mop up Phase –The loser will make an immediate morale check 
modified by -1 for each extra casualty more than the winner.  If 
they pass their check you will do another round of combat.  
However, if they fail the morale check then the unit is removed 
from play.  If both sides lose an equal number of models, then 
ignore the morale step and go directly into the next round of 
combat.   
Consolidate - Once the combat is concluded, the winner may 
consolidate their position with a free move up to 3”.  Regardless, 
the winning unit will be considered Pinned as they consolidate 
their new position and will need to unpin in the next round like 
normal. 
Special circumstances 
Assaulting into a unit on Overwatch – If you’re dumb enough to 
assault a unit on overwatch, they will automatically take their fire 
actions at the assaulting unit. The assaulting unit may have to 
take a pinning or break test.  Failure will stop their assault.  Also, 
during the initiative check the Overwatch unit will gain a +1 
modifier to their roll. 
Assaulting units who are not in cover – The initiative rules above 
assume that you’re assaulting a unit in cover. If you’re assaulting 
a unit who is not in cover, then you will automatically have the 
initiative.  This is meant as a penalty for being caught out in the 
open. 
Multiple units assaulting one unit – More than one unit may 
assault an enemy at the same time. Declare your intention to 
have a multiple assault on the target unit and activate both units 
at the same time.  You will then add +1 to the second unit’s 
initiative score. 
One unit assaulting two units – In these cases the attacker will 
specify which models are attacking the enemy unit. The attacker 
will get their bonus dice, but no additional benefit for being the 
aggressor. 
 

Hitting a vehicle in CQB – IF the vehicle did not move during its 
last activation, it will be hit automatically.  If it moved less than 
8” it is hit on a 4+.  If t moved greater than 8” during it’s last 
activation it will only be hit on a 6+. 
Damaging a vehicle in CQB – In CQB assaults, infantry models 
will be able to make a VLt hit on the rear armor of then tank on 
a roll of 6+.  If a member of the assaulting squad has a non-RPG 
anti-tank weapon (like a fusion gun in sci-fi games), they will be 

permitted to make their damage rolls with that weapon’s AT 
value. 
Unlike infantry models, a vehicle is not considered engaged in 
CQB at the end of the turn.  If they survive the encounter they 
will activate as normal during the next turn.  Also the vehicle will 
have to pass a morale test or be pinned at the end of the CQB 
assault. 
 

I – Check for availability for off board assets – available on a roll 
of 5+ to a spotter team and 6+ for an Officer (can be in fire 
combat, but the unit cannot move during that turn)  On board 
assets do not need to roll to bring in fire. 
To see what assets are available, roll a d6 and see below: 

1 Heavy | 2-3 Medium | 4-5 Light | 6 Airstrike 
II – Calling it in – we will follow the format below 
Mark your target. 
Place a marker on the board and use scatter die + 2D6 to resolve.  
If the target is not moving, then each round of sustained fire will 
reduce the scatter by 1d6  
III – Fire for Effect – Measure or place a template 5” for light and 
medium or 10” for heavy shelling over the marker. 
The roll the effects for each unit under fire 
Light:  1-2 Nothing | 3-5 Pinning Check | 6 AT: VLt/AP D3 hits to 
any unit under the template 
Medium:  1-2 Nothing | 3-4 Pinning Check | 5-6 AT: Lt/AP D6 hits 
Heavy: 1-2 Nothing |3-4 Pinning Check |5-6 AT: Med/AP D6+3 
hits 
If the hit is directly on an AFV it is taken against the side armor.  
If the vehicle is just in the blast radius then reduce the firepower 
of the hit by 1 and take it against the front armor.  So a vehicle 
that is in the 10 inch radius of a heavy strike would take an AT Lt 
hit against the front armor.  But if the strike was a direct hit it 
would take an AT Med hit against the side.  This is to represent 
the relatively weak top armor of AFVs. 
Note – the affected unit(s) can take any armor or cover saving 
throws as normal.  Vehicles that suffer a direct hit cannot take 
advantage of cover. 
Airstrike 
To determine the type of strike roll a d6:  1 Straffing Run |2  Light 
bombs | 3 Anti Vehicle Fire | 4-6 Choose 
Strafing run - The air asset will get to take 3d6 shots at any enemy 
units within an 18″ straight line.  (shots are considered to be AT 
U and -2 to armor saves)  units under fire may take cover saves 
as normal.  Any units under the line will take a pinning check 
regardless of outcome.  The affected player can choose to 
remove casualties however they like. 
Light bombs - Treat as Light artillery w/scatter but use a 10″ 
template 
Anti-Vehicle fire - 1d3 AT: Med shots any vehicle within an 18″ 
straight line vs Side Armor and hitting on a 5+ 


